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CABE-RY: A PAM-flexible dual-mutation
base editor for reliable modeling
of multi-nucleotide variants
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Multi-nucleotide variants (MNVs) represent an important type
of genetic variation and have biological and clinical signifi-
cance. To simulate MNVs, we designed four dual-mutation
base editors combining hA3A(Y130F), TadA8e(V106W), and
protospacer adjacent motif (PAM)-flexible SpRY and selected
cytosine and adenine base editor-SpRY (CABE-RY), which
had the best editing performance, for further study. Character-
ization and comparison showed that CABE-RY had a smaller
DNA editing window and lower RNA off-target edits than
the corresponding single base editors. Thus, we have estab-
lished a versatile tool to efficiently simulate MNVs over the
genome, which could be very useful for functional studies on
MNVs in humans.
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INTRODUCTION
Sequencing technologies have rapidly advanced our understanding of
human genetic variants. Many disease-associated variants have been
identified in patients. Single-nucleotide variants (SNVs), which repre-
sent one type of variant, are usually included in genetic evaluations
with phenotypic information.1 Other kinds of genetic variants may
also have influences on diseases. Therefore, precisely elucidating
how SNVs contribute to causal relationships between genotypes
and phenotypes remains a major challenge.

Multi-nucleotide variants (MNVs) represent another variant type
that is considered to be related to disease. For example, Kaplanis
et al.2 found significant enrichment of MNVs in genes associated
with diagnosing developmental disorders (DDD), showing that
MNVs are on average more harmful than SNVs. Usually, there are
two or more nearby variants on the same haplotype in an individ-
ual.2,3 When nearby variants are within the same codon, the amino
acid changes are different than if the separate SNVs are annotated
independently. Due to neglect of MNVs, most existing variant
callers mistake MNVs for SNVs with incorrect amino acid change
predictions,4,5 which probably hampers scientific research and
clinical practice.
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Recently, the widespread application of CRISPR-based gene-editing
technologies has revolutionized genetics and disease research.
CRISPR-based base editors, which are derived by fusing deoxynu-
cleoside deaminase to the nickase Cas9 and are recruited by a guide
RNA to their target DNA region, efficiently make C-to-T or A-to-G
nucleotide changes, improving simulation of SNVs to enable explo-
ration of the relationship between genotype and phenotype. To
further expand the editing capabilities of base editors, dual-muta-
tion base editors, which combine cytosine base editors (CBEs) and
adenine base editors (ABEs), have been successfully developed.6–10

Theoretically, dual-mutation base editors make simultaneous A/C
conversions, the most frequent adjacent dinucleotide MNVs,2

more conveniently than single-mutation base editors. However, ex-
isting dual-mutation base editors have narrow application ranges
due to protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) restriction. Although
prime editors (PEs) can theoretically simulate most variants,
including MNVs,11 the efficiency of PEs is low, especially in vivo.12

Therefore, better dual-mutation base editors that can simulate
MNVs need to be developed.

SpRY is a mutant of SpCas9 that is highly PAM-compatible.13 The
near-PAMless SpCas9 shows powerful advantages in PAM recogni-
tion. However, although it exhibits robust activity on sites with NRN
PAMs (where R is A or G), it exhibits low activity on those with
NYN PAMs (where Y is C or T). Considering that one of the limi-
tations of using existing dual-mutation base editors is that they
require target recognition of the NGG motif in the genome, in
The Authors.
://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Necessity of a dual-mutation base editor

with minimal PAM restriction for simulating MNVs

(A) Substitution pattern of MNVs from gnomAD. The x co-

ordinate is the distance between two SNVs. (B) Differences

in functional impacts on the protein between MNVs and

individual SNPs. (C) Heatmap showing the amino acid

changes that can be simulated by the dual-mutation base

editor. (D) The PAM-flexible dual-mutation base editor has a

broadened scope to target MNVs within the same codon.

A broadened editing window (positions 3–10) was used to

calculate the targeting scope.
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this study, we used SpRY to construct a dual-mutation base editor
with minimal PAM restriction. To this end, we fused hA3A(Y130F),
which has efficient C-to-T editing, including in G/C rich regions,14

and TadA8e(V106W), which has the highest efficiency of A-to-G
editing among editors developed to date,15 to the N terminus of
SpRY to produce a dual-mutation base editor named cytosine and
adenine base editor-SpRY (CABE-RY). With this tool, we effectively
performed simultaneous A/C conversion and successfully simulated
MNVs.

RESULTS
Necessity of a dual-mutation base editor with minimal PAM

restriction for simulating MNVs

An increasing number of MNVs have been discovered and deposited
in the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD).16 To better under-
stand the biology of MNVs, we analyzed the MNV mutation type in
gnomAD. The results showed that there was more simultaneous A/C
conversion than AA or CC conversion, particularly in two adjacent
mutations (Figure 1A). When two nearby mutations are located in
the same codon, they may have a different functional impact on the
protein than the individual mutations (Figure S1A). Indeed, among
a total of 31,575 MNVs, 52.5% of them resulted in different missense
mutations from those caused by the individual mutations, while 5.8%
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of MNVs rescued nonsense mutations caused by
the individual mutations, and 1.3% of MNVs
produced nonsense mutations that were not
caused by the individual mutations (Figure 1B).
This difference may affect understanding of func-
tional research or clinical diagnosis of genetic
diseases. The dual-mutation base editor allows
us to better understand the functional impacts
of MNVs by simulating these MNVs.

Ideally, a dual-mutation base editor should be
able to effectively simulate 70 amino acid substi-
tutions (Figure 1C), including six that cannot be
achieved by existing CBEs and ABEs (Fig-
ure S1B). However, the previously reported
dual-mutation base editors can only target sites
with NGG PAMs, which greatly limits their
application. Therefore, we speculated that the
near-PAMless engineered CRISPR-Cas9 variant SpRY could be
used to construct a PAM-flexible dual-mutation base editor without
strict PAM restriction. We analyzed the editing scopes between a
conventional NGG PAM editor and the PAM-flexible editor. Consid-
ering that dual-mutation editors usually have a broader editing win-
dow than conventional editors,9 we calculated the editable MNVs
with an editing window spanning positions 3–10 (versus the common
window spanning positions 4–8), which presumably increased the
number of targetableMNVs. As expected, the PAM-flexible dual-mu-
tation base editor was found to target �2.7 times the number of
MNVs and specific codons than the conventional NGG PAM editor
(Figure 1D; Figure S1C), suggesting that the PAM-flexible dual-
mutation base editor is a potential tool with an expansive editing
scope for modeling MNVs.

Establishment of a PAM-flexible dual-mutation base editor,

CABE-RY

To create a PAM-flexible dual-mutation base editor, we combined
SpRY with cytosine deaminase and adenine deaminase from the
previously described hA3A(Y130F), which has efficient C-to-T ed-
iting, including in G/C rich regions,14 and TadA8e(V106W),
which has the highest efficiency of A-to-G editing among editors
developed thus far.15 Four constructs were generated based on
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Figure 2. Establishment of a PAM-flexible dual-

mutation base editor, CABE-RY, in HEK293T cells

(A) Schematic diagram for construction of four dual-muta-

tion base editors, CABE-1, CABE-2, CABE-3, and CABE-4.

(B and C) Comparison of the C-to-T (B) and A-to-G (C)

editing efficiencies of the four CABE editors. The horizontal

black lines represent the mean editing efficiencies at 48

endogenous sites for each CABE editor. Each dot repre-

sents the editing efficiency of each edited base (n = 3

independent replicates). The error bars represent the

standard error of the mean (SEM) values. (D and E) Mean

C-to-T (D) and A-to-G (E) editing efficiency plots for the four

CABE editors with different PAMs. The data are presented

for each edited base at 48 endogenous sites (n = 3 inde-

pendent replicates). The error bars represent the SEM

values. (F) Schematic overview of CABE-RY. hA3A(Y130F)-

TadA8e(V106W) is linked to the N terminus of SpRY.
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the locations of SpRY and the two deaminases (Figure 2A;
Sequence S1).

Then, we compared the on-target editing efficiency of the four con-
structs across 48 endogenous sites. Each single-guide RNA (sgRNA),
together with four individual constructs, was cotransfected into
HEK293T cells. The editing efficiency was analyzed by Sanger
sequencing, and the results showed that all 4 editors induced simul-
taneous A/C conversions. The mean efficiency of CABE-1 was higher
than that of CABE-2 (21.5% versus 17.71% for A-to-G; 21.8% versus
14.88% for C-to-T). The mean A-to-G editing efficiency of CABE-3
was far lower than that of CABE-1 (5.4% versus 21.5%), while the
mean C-to-T editing efficiency of CABE-4 was far lower than that
of CABE-1 (11.1% versus 21.8%) (Figures 2B and 2C). We further
analyzed the C-to-T and A-to-G editing activities of CABE-1 at sites
of different PAMs (Figures 2D and 2E). Similarly, the CABE-1 had the
best performance. Therefore, we chose CABE-1, in which
hA3A(Y130F)-TadA8e(V106W) was fused to the N terminus of
SpRY, for further study and named it CABE-RY (Figure 2F).
116 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 26 December 2021
Determination of the on-target DNA editing

efficiency of CABE-RY

Next, amplicon deep sequencing was used for
the target sites to thoroughly characterize CABE-
RY performance. Related simultaneous A/C
conversions of some sites are shown in Fig-
ure 3A. The C-to-T editing window (positions
4–14) of CABE-RY was narrower than that
of hA3A(Y130F)-RY (positions 1–14) (Fig-
ure S2A). Similarly, the A-to-G editing window
(positions 3–9) was slightly smaller than that of
ABE8e(V106W)-RY (positions 3–11) (Figure 3B;
Figure S2B). Analysis of the 48 targets containing
both As and Cs in the editing window revealed
that the C-to-T editing efficiency was 46.9%, while
the A-to-G editing efficiency was 48.3%. Then, we
examined the C-to-T and A-to-G editing activities
of CABE-RY in different PAMs. For NYN PAMs, we observed that the
mean activities of both C-to-T and A-to-G editing were lower than
those for NRN PAMs (36.7% versus 58.0% for C-to-T; 38.8% versus
59.8% for A-to-G) (Figure 3C; Figures S3A–S3C). This is consistent
with the characteristics of SpRY.13 In addition, CABE-RY had a low
insertion or deletion (indel) frequency of 1.60% (Figure S3D).

We further compared the editing efficiency between CABE-RY
and coexpressed ABE8e(V106W)-RY and hA3A(Y130F)-RY in
HEK293T cells (Figures S4A–S4C) and found that CABE-RY showed
a slightly higher editing efficiency than the two coexpressed base editors
(54.7% versus 47.8%). Additionally, robust base editing of CABE-RY
was also observed inmurineN2a cells (29.4%) (Figure S4D), suggesting
that CABE-RY works universally for different species.

Determination of the off-target RNA editing efficiency of

CABE-RY

One of the concerns regarding base editors is RNA off-target
mutagenesis.17 To detect transcriptome-wide RNA off-target effects,
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Figure 3. Determination of the on-target DNA editing

efficiency of CABE-RY in HEK293T cells

(A) Relative C-to-G and A-to-T base editing efficiencies of

CABE-RY with different PAMs at 16 human genomic target

DNA sites (n = 3 independent replicates). The error bars

represent the SEM values. (B) Sequencing analysis of the

base editing window of CABE-RY across NNN PAMs in

HEK293T cells. The error bars represent the SEM values.

The data are presented for each edited base separately at

48 endogenous sites (n = 3 independent replicates). (C)

Aggregate distribution of C-to-T (red) and A-to-G (blue)

edits made across the editing window with CABE-RY. The

error bars represent the SEM values. The data are pre-

sented for each edited base in the editing window at 48

endogenous sites.
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we performed RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) on HEK293T cells coex-
pressing CABE-RY, ABE8e(V106W)-RY, hA3A(Y130F)-RY, and
GFP (negative control) with a sgRNA targeting NAT SITE3 (Table
S1), which had high DNA on-target editing efficiency (Figure 4A). As
expected, ABE8e(V106W)-RY introduced thousands of RNA edits in
the transcriptome, while hA3A(Y130F)-RY had a slight effect (Fig-
ure 4B; Figure S5A). Interestingly, the number of RNA off-target edits
ofCABE-RYwas one-third that ofABE8e(V106W)-RY (Figure 4B; Fig-
ure S5A). In addition, these editors did not cause significant differences
in gene expression at the whole-transcriptome level (Figures S5B–S5D).

Then, we further analyzed the specific types of RNA off-target edits
and found that the main off-target edit type for CABE-RY and
ABE8e(V106W)-RY was A-to-I RNA editing, while that of
hA3A(Y130F)-RY was C-to-U RNA editing (Figures 4C and 4D).
Interestingly, CABE-RY showed lower A-to-I RNA editing than the
other editors (nearly 3,000) and undetectable C-to-U RNA editing
(comparable to the editing of the GFP control) (Figures 4C and
4D). A possible explanation of the performance may be the embed-
ding of the deaminase domains in nCas9 for minimization of off-
target effects of base editors;18 in addition, the combination of
hA3A(Y130F) and TadA8e(V106W) may create possible steric hin-
drance to reduce off-target edits.

Successful simulation of MNVs by CABE-RY in HEK293T cells

Given these findings, we tested ten sites in gnomAD and directly
compared the editing efficiency of CABE-RY with that of
Molecular Thera
ABE8e(V106W)-RY or hA3A(Y130F)-RY in
HEK293T cells. Compared with those of the sin-
gle base editors, the editing efficiencies for C-to-T
and A-to-G editing of CABE-RY were slightly
lower (25.8% versus 31.4% for C-to-T, 38.1%
versus 43.9% for A-to-G) (Figure 5A). However,
CABE-RY created more mutation types and
amino acid types than the single base editors
(Figures S6 and S7) and showed high simulta-
neous A/C conversion efficiency (31.8%) in terms
of simulating MNVs, which is unfeasible for a
single base editor. It is worth noting that CABE-RY induced
bystander edits like those induced by ABE and CBE. To better under-
stand how bystander edits confound MNV simulation using CABE-
RY, we first analyzed the potential bystanders flanking two adjacent
MNVs with gnomAD (Figure S8) and found that 18.9% of MNVs
may not be affected by bystanders, while 14.4% of MNVs may be
affected by bystanders. Thus, CABE-RY is still a potentially useful
tool for modeling MNVs.

PEs can theoretically simulate most variants, including MNVs, with
no bystander edits. Therefore, we compared the simulation efficiency
between PE3 and CABE-RY. A pegRNA with a 13 nt prime binding
site (PBS) length and a 12 nt reverse transcriptase (RT) template
length was designed as suggested.19 As expected, both CABE-RY
and PE3 successfully induced MNVs, but CABE-RY exhibited signif-
icantly higher simulation efficiency than PE3 (31.8% versus 2.8%; Fig-
ure 5B). Notably, perfect simulation ofMNVs without bystander edits
was successfully achieved in 8.7% of cases on average (Figure 5C).
These results demonstrate that CABE-RY is a good tool for simulating
MNVs.

To further explore the accuracy of MNV simulation by CABE-RY, we
analyzed the proportion of perfectly simulated MNVs. The results
showed that the influence of bystander edits was site dependent.
Some sites retained a relatively high percentage of perfect MNV sim-
ulations (35.47% for the WDR90 site, 13.47% for the SYNM), while
some sites had significantly reduced proportions of perfect MNV
py: Nucleic Acids Vol. 26 December 2021 117
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Figure 4. Determination of the off-target RNA editing

efficiency of CABE-RY

(A) Heatmaps showing the on-target editing frequencies of

GFP (control), ABE8e(V106W), hA3A(Y130F), and CABE-

RY in NAT SITE3. A-to-G edits are indicated in pink, and

C-to-T edits are indicated in blue. (B) Total number of RNA

off-target edits detected in RNA-seq experiments for GFP

(control), ABE8e(V106W), hA3A(Y130F), or CABE-RY. The

error bars represent the SEM values. (C and D) Jitter plots

showing the efficiencies of A-to-I (C) or C-to-U (D) RNA off-

target editing. The data shown are from two independent

replicates. The number of edits is represented on the top.
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simulations (Figure S6). Taken together, the results indicate that
CABE-RY can efficiently simulate MNVs and is a versatile tool for
dissection of the functions of MNVs.

DISCUSSION
The data in gnomAD reveal that simultaneous A/C conversion has a
higher mutation frequency than AA or CC conversion, particularly in
two adjacent mutations for MNVs, and this mutation type can be
simulated by reported dual-mutation base editors.6–10 However, the
published dual-mutation base editors are restricted to sites with
NGG PAMs, which greatly limits their application. Here, we con-
structed a dual-mutation base editor, CABE-RY, by combining
hA3A(Y130F), TadA8e(V106W), and SpRY. This editor was found
to effectively induce simultaneous A/C conversion over the whole
genome with a sgRNA after successful verification. Characterized
by the presence of SpRY, CABE-RY edits many more sites than exist-
ing dual-mutation editors with minimal PAM restriction.

We further characterized the editing of CABE-RY and revealed that
CABE-RY efficiently edited DNA (46.9% efficiency for C-to-T edits
and 48.3% efficiency for A-to-G edits). Interestingly, CABE-RY
induced less RNA off-target mutagenesis, including less A-to-I
RNA editing and undetectable C-to-U RNA editing, than the other
editors tested. To illustrate that CABE-RY is an appropriate tool to
simulate MNVs, we compared the simulation efficiency between
PE3 and CABE-RY. CABE-RY exhibited higher simulation efficiency
than PE3 (31.8% versus 2.8%), even when we focused only on perfect
MNV (8.7% versus 2.0%). Here, we have confirmed that CABE-RY
can efficiently generate simultaneous A/C conversions. Nevertheless,
several concerns remain. For example, self-targeting of sgRNA is un-
118 Molecular Therapy: Nucleic Acids Vol. 26 December 2021
avoidable, and it may lead to wrong sgRNA
generation, resulting in reduction of editing
efficiency and even unpredictable targeting.
Meanwhile, CABE-RY exhibits robust activities
with NRN PAMs but lower activities with
NYN PAMs, which limits the use of CABE-RY
over the genome. Considering other SpCas9 var-
iants may have stronger affinity with NYN
PAMs, such as FnCas9RHA on YG PAMs,20

M44 on TTTN PAMs,21 AsCas12a-K949A on
TTTV PAMs, and 22 Nme2Cas9 on NNNNCC
PAMs,23 we can choose these SpCas9 variants instead of SpRY, which
may improve editing efficiency at specific sites. Nevertheless, to create
a fully PAMless Cas9 in the future is desired. In fact, ortholog mining
and protein engineering have produced many PAM variants. The
combination of these strategies may further relieve PAM restrictions
and create a truly PAMless Cas9.24

In addition, we also compared CABE-RY editing frequencies with
those of single base editors. Our results demonstrated that
compared with a single base editor, CABE-RY has several advan-
tages. First, CABE-RY can efficiently generate simultaneous A/C
conversions to simulate MNVs. Second, CABE-RY can generate
more mutation types than single base editors; thus, it can effectively
simulate 70 amino acid substitutions, including six that cannot be
achieved by existing single base editors, which is helpful for
understanding disease-related mutations. For example, the unique
p.Cys91His mutation has been discovered in Niemann-Pick
disease and p.Gln326Trp in intervertebral disc disease.25,26 In addi-
tion, it’s reported that simultaneous A/C conversion induced higher
hemoglobin subunit gamma (HBG) reactivation.9 In conclusion,
CABE-RY is a versatile tool for the field of gene editing and is espe-
cially useful for simulating MNVs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture

HEK293T cells were purchased from the American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC). The cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s modi-
fied Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. We maintained the cell lines
at 37�C in a 5% CO2 cell culture incubator.
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Plasmid construction

To construct base editor expression plasmids, human codon-opti-
mized DNA sequences of hA3A(Y130F), TadA8e(V106W), and
UGI were synthesized by GenScript and cloned into the pCMV-
SpRY(D10A) backbone containing C-terminal-fused EGFP and blas-
ticidin (BSD). To construct sgRNA expression vectors, synthesized
oligos were annealed and ligated into a BsaI-digested sgRNA expres-
sion vector (pGL3-U6-sgRNA-mCherry plasmid). To construct
pegRNA expression vectors, synthesized oligos were annealed and
ligated into pegRNA expression vector (pGL3-U6-pegRNA-mCherry
plasmid). Sequences of sgRNA and pegRNA constructs used in this
work are listed in Tables S1 and S2.

Analysis of on-target editing

To evaluate editing efficiency, HEK293T cells were seeded into 24-
well plates 1 day before the analysis. The base editor expression plas-
mids (1,000 ng) and corresponding sgRNA plasmids (500 ng) were
cotransfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) as the
manufacturer’s protocol recommended. Seventy-two hours after
transfection, �10,000 cells with dual fluorescence signals (GFP and
mCherry) were collected by fluorescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS) to improve efficiency (Figure S9), and these cells were har-
vested for genomic DNA extraction using QuickExtract DNA Extrac-
tion Solution (Lucigen) according to the manufacturer’s protocols.
The genomic regions encompassing the target sites were amplified
from the genomic DNA with Phanta Max Super-Fidelity DNA poly-
merase (Vazyme, P505-03). The primers used are listed in Table S3.
The PCR products were analyzed by Sanger sequencing or high-
throughput sequencing as indicated. For Sanger sequencing, the chro-
matograms were quantified using EditR. For high-throughput
sequencing, the PCR products were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq
X Ten (2� 150 paired-end) at the Novogene Bioinformatics Institute
(Beijing, China). The sequencing data were analyzed using
CRISPResso2.

Analysis of RNA off-target editing

HEK293T cells were seeded into 6-cm dishes and transfected with 4 mg
of CABE-RY, hA3A(Y130F)-RY, ABE8e(V106W)-RY, and GFP (con-
trol) plasmids and 2 mg of sgRNA expression vector using Lipofect-
amine 2000 at �70% confluency. Two days after transfection, the
top 15% of the GFP signal-positive cells were harvested by FACS.
RNA was immediately extracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s instructions. The RNA samples were
subjected to deep sequencing (�20 million reads per sample) on an
Illumina HiSeq X Ten platform (2 � 150 paired-end) at the
Novogene Bioinformatics Institute (Beijing, China). The clean data
Figure 5. Evaluation of MNV simulation by CABE-RY in HEK293T cells

(A) Heatmaps showing the A-to-G (green) and C-to-T (orange) editing frequencies of ABE

The number and the letter at the bottom represent the related position and the respec

CABE-RY (left) and PE3 (right) in different sites. Data are analyzed by deep sequenc

represents the mutation type that just alters the target MNV site without bystanders. O

bystanders. WT (gray) represents unedited type. (C) Comparison of simulated perfect M

represent the SEM values.
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were first mapped to the human reference genome (version: hg38)
with annotations from GENCODE version 30 by STAR software
(version 2.5.1). After removing duplicates, GATK HaplotypeCaller
(version 4.1.2) was used to identify and filter the edits. All edits were
verified, and the efficiency was calculated using the bam-readcount
program with the parameters -q 20 -b 30. Importantly, for the refer-
ence allele in the wild-type sample, the depth of a given edit had to
be least 10�, and all the edits had to be present in at least 99% of reads.

Statistics and reproducibility

All statistical analyses mentioned above were performed on data from
at least 3 biologically independent experiments (n = 3). The data
shown in this research were statistically analyzed by unpaired two-
tailed Student’s t test using GraphPad Software (GraphPad Prism
8). A p value smaller than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical
significance.

Data availability

The high-throughput sequencing data have deposited. The accession
code is NCBI Sequence Read Archive database: PRJNA688630. All
other data are available upon reasonable request.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.omtn.2021.07.016.
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